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A great saying goes so "Education is the passport to the future, for 

tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it today!". It is an enduring 

tradition to take time to pause, turn around to look at the fruitful year gone 

by, achieving both the expected and the unexpected, while setting various 

milestones and then synergizing ourselves to move ahead to face the 

challenges in the coming year, with a positive attitude. We thank the 

Almighty God for all the blessings bestowed upon us year after year, 

especially during the academic year 2021-22. 

St Josephs has been stepping from success to success all through the years 

since its humble beginning in 2013 and the past year has been no 

exception. We have done excellently in academics and non-academic areas.  

 

This academic year began with a prayer service and all new joiners were 

welcomed to our school family. We have significant accomplishments in 

Academic Year 2021-22 under the dynamic, motivating and proactive 

leadership of our Principal Rev Sr Mary Mazzarello and our dear teachers. 

 

Success is the sweet result of hard work combined with the desire 

to excel and unfailing dedication. 

 

CBSE RESULTS MARCH 2021-22(CLASS X TH) 

The total number of students who appeared was 85 of which G. Bhavana 

secured 95%. The school gained cent percent results. 

We congratulated all the students for their excellent performance and 

extend warm wishes for their bright future. 

 

STAFF: 

The most valuable resource that any school can have is its staff. 

The school collectively has an enthusiastic and dedicated Teachers in the 

Secondary, the Primary and the Pre-Primary sections. In addition, we have 

Non-Teaching and Support staff. Their coordination with each other is what 

enables the school to function smoothly and grow with new perspectives. 



 

PARENTS’ AND TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION: 

PTA meetings have been arranged periodically; the PTA members of our 

school are closely involved in most academic activities. We thank and 

congratulate them for their support and co-operation through the years. 

 

If you develop a passion for learning you will never cease to grow. 

ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES: 

Competitions and academic activities that go beyond the text books and 

the classrooms encourage and foster a healthy and competitive spirit and 

effective communication skills in the students. The activities are conducted 

at classroom level, school level and inter-house level. Some of these events 

are handwriting, essay, speech and slogan writing competitions. 

Competitions are also held for Poetry recitation, story writing and narration, 

debate, English and Hindi elocution, GK and Maths quiz competitions. Prizes 

are awarded during school assembly. 

Science, Maths and English Olympiad are conducted every year and the 

students perform excellently at the local as well as National level. 

Reading Day was made memorable by a book exhibition in the school 

library. In each class students brought their own books or were given books 

or magazines to read with the aim to encourage and inculcate the habit of 

reading. 

Art Integrated Learning has been a hallmark of the school even before the 

CBSE mandated it as compulsory. An elaborate Art Exhibition is conducted 

every year which draws a lot of attractions and students willingly contribute 

to its success. 

 

OUR CHECKPOINTS. 

Class tests as check points, worksheets for concept reinforcement, 

weekend homework apart from the regular schedule of homework, tiny 

projects, holiday assignments, have become a part of our academic 

planning and implementation schedules. 



With all this grooming happening on one side, we are very well cautious to 

follow the academic calendar, complete portions on time, give sufficient 

revisions of the concepts taught and conduct assessments. 

 

Aristotle rightly said that educating the mind without educating the 

heart is no education at all. 

Value based education is given for self-development and personality 

development. This is done with the aim to inculcate in students the values 

like honesty, gratitude, forgiveness, kindness etc. In addition, throughout 

the school year, on every working day, assemblies are conducted on a wide 

variety of value-based themes and topics. 

 

TRAINING, SEMINARS, ORIENTATION AND COUNSELLING: 

Each academic year, trainings, seminars and orientation programmes are 

conducted for teachers and students with a dual focus to improve and 

effectively implement innovative ideas in teaching-learning practices as 

well as to take the students beyond their current level of learning. 

A real teacher is one who realizes that he/she must always be a 

learner. 

In an effort to better themselves, some of our senior teachers presented a 

seminar On new structure of education (NEP) and how to make it happen. 

 

CO-CURRICULAR AND EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES: 

These are an essential part of the life of an educational institution as they 

strengthen the classroom learning as well as develop the personality of the 

child and harness the in-depth potential of students. The activities are 

conducted throughout the year. 

Some of these events are Fancy Dress Competition, card making, best out 

of waste, poster making, chart making as well as dance competitions. Food 

festival was also conducted in the kid’s carnival. Participation by the 

students and teachers in these events was very commendable. 

 



It is said that you must practice like you never won and perform 

like you have never lost. 

GAMES AND SPORTS: 

When students are physically fit, they will achieve more academically. 

Games and sports develop a sense of friendliness among the children and 

also build their team spirit. It helps children to develop mental and physical 

toughness. Bearing this in mind, the school provides ample opportunities 

for students to perform regular exercises and yoga, and to play and prove 

their mettle in various sports and games. Many students have participated 

in various events like: Athletics, Karate, Kho Kho kabaddi, cricket etc. 

 

CELEBRATIONS 

We believe that there is a purpose behind anything and everything we do 

in the school. Whether it be classroom activities, events & celebrations, 

field trips, competitions, clubs, colour days, Math Day or Science day, 

Independence day or Children’s day, Sports day or Annual day, Investiture 

ceremony, School assembly, Investiture ceremony or graduation day, 

akshabhyasam or Raksha Bandhan, Krishnastami or Ramzan, solidarity day 

or charity day, and many other events that rolled on during the year… 

All these are executed with a purpose to inculcate and develop patriotism, 

understand all religions, build their character and prepare for 21st century 

skills…. 

The possible outcomes of performing all these would definitely create a 

positive attitude, public speaking skills, self-confidence, leadership 

qualities, and many more… 

 

AS WE FORGE AHEAD… 

All of us will definitely remember that we have a long way to go and have 

many milestones to cross…. Many more successes to be achieved… 

I thank all the positive souls around us with a lot of gratitude. 
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